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Background to the research 

Keep Wales Tidy are working on developing a national campaign to 
tackle fly-tipping, with a particular focus on HMO student households 
and social housing tenants.  It is recognised that fly-tipping is a 
problem with multiple occupancy households, especially where waste 
provision is shared.  Research is needed to understand the best route 
to changing waste disposal behaviours for the positive. 



INSIGHT OVERVIEW

Students in Wales have a 
good understanding of 

general waste management, 
with most keeping up with 
basic recycling and taking 
measures not to actively 

litter or fly-tip.  Those living 
in rural and coastal towns 
are more proactive in good 
waste management than 

those living in urban areas.

Work is needed to educate 
students on what aspects 
of their behaviour is fly-

tipping.  Understanding of 
the different types of fly-

tipping low, with most 
students describing it as: 

‘Sofas and fridges dumped 
by car at the side of the 

road’.  

Ads that both inform and 
have a strong deterrent 

work best, but there 
needs to be an 

understanding that 
students try their best 

with the resources they 
have available.   Different 
messages and tones are 

needed for different areas 
of Wales.



LIFESTYLE 



WHERE STUDENTS HAVE DECIDED TO STUDY HAS AN IMPACT ON 
WASTE MANAGEMENT BEHAVIOURS

• Don’t want too be too far away from home, but just far enough to be 
independent 

• Have visited Cardiff before and like the nightlife 
• Like the feeling of living in a city without it being too big 
• Plan to stay only to study and are likely to move on after graduating 

• Love nature, the outdoors and being close to the coast 
• Passionate about the environment and like to reflect this in the area they live 
• Consciously decided to live there as they are likely to stay living in the area after 

university and like the feeling of community

Cardiff Students

Bangor & Aberystwyth Students

Those more interested in being connected to the environment place higher importance in waste management and recycling. 



MORE TIME SPENT AT HOME HAS LED TO STUDENTS BEING 
MORE ORGANISED WITH THEIR WASTE 

Due to the increased 
workload of final year, 3rd

year students spend more 
time together in communal 

areas of their home in 
comparison to their 1st and 
2nd years spent in clubs and 

student unions. 

The more time spent 
together and collaborative 

effort in the kitchen, 
compared to year 1 and 2, 

has seen the house become 
more organised and led to an 

overall reduction in waste.

The increased time spent 
at home involves cooking 
meals together, ordering 

takeaways, watching 
series on Netflix and the 

odd house party in 
between deadlines. 



Most of the time cleaning and waste removal is dealt with off 
the cuff and as they go. Waste is organised as students are 
cooking and cleaning, and is removed once they’ve finished 
up. Some have tried dividing cleaning up by rota but find it 

hard to maintain for any length of time. 

However, there does tend to be one or two in the house that 
are most knowledgeable and take charge. This is in terms of 

what can be recycled, which bin goes out which week, and 
taking the bins outside ready to be collected. These are 

usually the members of the house who are most keen on 
environmental issues. 

STUDENTS DON’T ORGANISE CLEANING AND WASTE REMOVAL BY 
ROTA BUT ONE OR TWO PEOPLE USUALLY TAKE CHARGE

I don’t know why but I’ve become the guru of recycling in this house! 
They’re always asking me ‘What bin does this go in again Rhi?!’ 



Came home and sat in the kitchen 
with Ffion, she made us 2 x cups of 

tea and we watched tele. We put 
everything in the dishwasher

-Emma

5:30 - Made a cuppa and breakfast. 
Left stuff by the side to wash up later.
21:30 - washed up breakfast stuff and 

popped the food recycling , general 
waste and plastic all in the bins

-Monica

Afternoon –
separated the 

recycling out from my 
bathroom bin and 

cleaned around the 
oven
- Ben

KITCHEN DIARIES IN ACTION 



ATTITUDE AND PERCEPTIONS



OPPORTUNITYMOTIVATION CAPABILITY

STUDENTS ARE MOTIVATED TO MANAGE WASTE, BUT NEED 
MORE INFORMATION AND FACILITIES

▪ Students feel there is not 
enough bin provision for the 

size of households

▪ They are often unclear as to 
what the landlord is able to 

do for them in terms of 
getting rid of large items

▪ Many students in Wales 
have access to a car to take 
items to the recycling centre

▪ Students generally care 
about the environment and 
wildlife which leads them to 

believing in the need to 
correctly recycle waste  

▪ They want to do the right 
thing and not make more 
work for refuse collectors 

by getting it wrong

▪ They can’t afford the fines 
associated with fly-tipping 

▪ More education is needed 
on the different types of fly-
tipping and what the right 

behaviours are to carry out 

▪ They want to know what to 
do with bags that won’t fit in 
the bin, as well as options 
for repairing and recycling 

items and removal of 
broken items 



LIVES AT HOME 
WITH PARENTS 
AND TAKES NO 
NOTICE OF THE 

WASTE AND 
RECYCLING MOVES TO 

UNIVERSITY TO 
LIVE IN HALLS AND 
IS ENCOURAGED TO 
DISPOSE OF WASTE 
RESPONSIBLY BUT 

DOESN’T FULLY 
COMPLY

MOVES INTO A 
RESIDENTIAL HOUSE 

IN 2ND YEAR AND 
STARTS TO TAKE 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
WASTE AS A 
HOUSEHOLD BY 3RD / 4TH YEAR 

NOW FULLY 
ACCEPTING THE 
RESPONSIBILITY 

FOR THEIR WASTE 
AND HAS BECOME 
SECOND NATURE 

THERE ARE TOUCH POINTS FOR KEEP WALES TIDY IN A STUDENT’S 
UNIVERSITY JOURNEY WHERE MESSAGING WILL WORK HARDEST 

The opportunity for Keep Wales Tidy is to get to students when they enter their second year of university. This 
is the time when they start to take responsibility as a household for their waste, recycling and other 

household duties. This is where messaging will work hardest because they are becoming aware of their duty. 



Fly-tipping is largely thought to be specific to the act of driving large 
bulky items to the countryside and leaving them by the side of the road.  

Due to low awareness of the different severities, it leaves students 
unaware that they are subject to fly-tipping themselves. 

The lack of bin provision is the main barrier to good waste 
management and they are forced to place items next to their bins, or in 

other people’s bins, and often put broken furniture outside with a 
“FREE” sign attached. 

This can be problematic in coastal areas of Wales where there are 
seagulls!  In city centres such as Cardiff, this is also problematic as the 
streets can become very messy with rubbish, making it an unpleasant 

environment to live in at times. 
When I see these pictures it just 

makes me think of Cathays! 

STUDENTS HAVE LITTLE UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT 
CLASSES AS FLY–TIPPING



STUDENTS DON’T UNDERSTAND EXACTLY WHAT ANTI-LITTERING, 
WASTE & WASTE MANAGEMENT MEAN

Waste management is connected 
with the council and what they 

provide in order to ensure that waste 
is dealt with correctly – tips, 

recycling centres, bin provision, bin 
and recycling collection, street 

cleaners.    

Students generally understand their 
role in waste management to be 

doing everything as properly as they 
can in terms of the bins they have, 

making it easier for the council to do 
their job.  

WASTE MANAGEMENTWASTEANTI-LITTERING

Anti-littering is thought to be the act 
of taking your waste with you when 
you are out and about.  Littering is 
described as times when students 

leave their take-away cartons, 
drinks bottles and cans at the park, 
in the town centre or anywhere that 

it’s not placed in a bin.  

In general, students don’t actively 
litter themselves, but they are aware 
of it regularly happening in the area 

– especially on a night when 
everyone has had a drink!  

On hearing the word ‘waste’ most 
think of food waste – both in terms 

of what restaurants and grocers 
produce and the food that individual 

households throw out.

Most student households have a 
food waste bin on their counter, but 

it often gets forgotten about and 
causes hygiene problems. This 

results in it not being used at all and 
the food waste being put in the 

general waste bin.  

It is important for Keep Wales Tidy to consider the understanding of the different terms to different audiences. 
The creative copy and images must overcome this obstacle to understanding by forging a link between respective 

terminology and actual meaning. 



CREATIVE



MESSAGES THAT EDUCATE, CAUSE SHOCK AND HAS A CLEAR 
CALL TO ACTION WORK BEST FOR STUDENTS 



“HOW WOULD THESE MESSAGES MAKE YOU FEEL IF YOU SAW THEM IN YOUR AREA?”

Students in Cardiff are least likely to be 
impacted by these images as it’s what they’re 

used to seeing around Cathay. 
Aberystwyth and Bangor student are more 

community-minded and like facts about their 
area. 

The placement of Welsh and English language 
needs to be clearer. Non-Welsh speakers are 
put off because it’s not clear the poster is in 

both languages.

The images of wildlife and parks work 
well for those interested in 

environmental issues.  

It acts as a good reminder that their 
behaviour has a impact of wildlife in 

their area. 

Some understand the image of the park 
as a reminder to “keep it looking like 

this” but for most it isn’t clear and 
doesn’t hit home hard enough.

The bath image works to shock and disgust 
however it distracts from the messaging. 

Accusatory language doesn’t work to encourage 
the right behaviour. Students feel judged and it 

doesn’t recognise that they are trying their best. 
This angle is more likely to push them towards 

fly-tipping rather than against it. 

Bright colours and graphics paired with clever 
messaging work well to increase capability 

through education and has good snappy call to 
action. 



The eyes make you stop, think and read – especially if 
scrolling through social media. However the owl is seen as 

irrelevant. 

These posters would work well in areas where fly-tipping 
is high as it makes you think “Who’s watching?  Are there 

cameras? Am I going to be caught here?”

The number plates are confusing with some making up 
their own interpretation of why they’re there. 

Directiveness works with a clear call to action and 
students would report if it was impacting them. 

“Keep ____ Clean” is locally relevant – especially for 
those in Aberystwyth and Bangor. It is positive and 

promotes positive behaviour change. However those in 
Cardiff didn’t pick up on the local angle. The fine works 

best a good deterrent and has a clear call to action. 

Facts and figures are good but the road sign fails to have 
impact. The number 14 seems insignificant and having a 

“since 2020” time stamp makes it lose its impact.  

Careful not to be too similar to other branding and lose 
the message. Both are reminiscent of supermarket 

branding Asda and Morrisons. 

Both of these images and messages are 
irrelevant to students and are most likely 
to be ignored. There is no connection to 
their reference of fly-tipping and has no 

impact. 

There is confusion as to why there is a 
cost to schools for fly-tipping and the link 

seems odd. 

“HOW WOULD THESE MESSAGES MAKE YOU FEEL IF YOU SAW THEM IN YOUR AREA?”



“WHAT KIND OF LITTER PROBLEM DOES THE WORDING IN THESE MESSAGES 
DESCRIBE TO YOU?”

Images of overflowing bins and bin bags placed on the street is 
familiar to those living in Cardiff, so is not seen as a problem and 

therefore not a behaviour that needs to change. 

That’s what it looks like all the time round here.  
It’s normal. I didn’t know it was a problem

These messages add further confusion and then fail to provide 
the information that is needed – i.e., the knowledge that recycling 

centre must be registered but no info on how to find one?

The bin bags are at odds with the message – this isn’t litter to 
students.  This is what they class as ‘overflow waste’ and it is 

seen as the council’s problem, not theirs.  

Students do not like to be asked questions such as ‘what is wrong 
with this view?’ – it feels basic and like a school teacher lecture. 

Dumped rubbish in a field is regarded as fly-tipping and not litter 
and therefore the messaging here is confusing. 

This image had no impact as it 
wasn’t educating and had no 

call to action



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES 
Be direct with a clear call to action. 

This is an opportunity to educate 
students on the impact of their 

behaviour.  Clear, directive language is 
needed to do this to avoid further 

confusion.

There is little knowledge of the different 
types of fly-tipping. Ads that suggest 

overflow bags and littering are fly-tipping 
confuse students and turn them off the 

message.

Be careful not to fall short of 
successfully changing behaviour by 

failing to inform on the right behaviour or 
action.  Be clear on what you want the 

audience to do, and give them the 
information they need to successfully 

carry it out.  

Recognise the different needs of 
students across Wales.

Those living in Cardiff have a different 
experience of waste and community than 
those living in Aberystwyth and Bangor .  

Cardiff students are more accepting of 
waste build up on the streets and are 

less concerned about the impact on the 
environment – messages in city areas 

should be more factual, direct and have a 
clear reason to change behaviour.  

Those in Aberystwyth and Bangor have a 
deeper connection to the environment 

and tend to feel part of the community –
educating on the impact to the 

environment and community works well.  

Shock, educate but recognise that 
students are trying their best with the 

resources they have available.

Students are not purposefully and 
proactively fly-tipping, littering and 

keeping poor waste management habits. 
This should be recognised in the 
messaging to further encourage 

engagement.

The best way to get students to keep up 
good habits and learn new positive waste 

management habits is to: 
- Use images and messages that shock 
- Educate on what the right behaviours 

are 
- Deter with a consequence 



NEXT STEPS



NEXT STEPS 

Now we have a good understanding of the messages, 
tones and creative execution that will work for 
students, we will move onto the next stage of 

research:

Social housing tenants in Wales.

A final report and co-creation workshop will be 
developed after all fieldwork is complete.  
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Mind Field is an independent, insight-led, advertising agency.

We built our network this way because we believe the best work 
happens when diverse people from within and beyond our industry 
integrate their ideas, united behind one common purpose:

Creativity Improves Society.


